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It makes a good present for any Kitty fan.
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I was slightly disappointed with the brevity of this book. It's like a really "lite" coffee table book.

So-called coffee table books aren't typically "heavy" on content, but this one is almost like an

extended promotional brochure of sorts. A Kitty fan will definitely treasure it, as I do -- but it's just a

bit of a damper for those who want the STORY behind the Hello Kitty phenomenon. There are

tidbits of interesting facts, but not much that most fans don't know already. The full-color pictures of

rare and unusual Kitty merchandise are the best parts of the book. It makes a good present for any

Kitty fan, so don't let my being picky discourage any charitable impulses!

As an adoring Hello Kitty fan, I loved it. While there isn't much to read, the pictures say so much.

After looking at Kitty's rich history and girly philosophy you really get a sense of who she is and why

the world adores her.If you are a Kitty collector too, you're sure to see a thousand things the

average collector can only dream of.

As previous reviewers stated, this book does not have "everything" that's ever been Hello Kittied but



still it's okay and a nice coffee table piece. My guests always reach for it when they wait for me on

my couch and they enjoy looking at the cute pictures and are surprised to learn all the paraphenilia

created by Sanrio. So it's quite entertaining and my friends and I have looked through it more than

once even though we are not hardcore HK devotees. I did learn something about Hello Kitty's

origins in the first few pages and the names of her friends so it's not a total loss. The items in the

book need more organization - some are arbitrarily placed and there's no real sense of chronology

in terms of dates (the years of the items emergence are all mixed up). The pages are nicely laid out

but it did leave a feeling of wanting to see "more" from the collection because there are things I own

that are HK that are not in the book. They can't include everything so maybe the name should be

changed to "Hello Kitty Hello Something" lol. Nevertheless, it's really cute and eye catching and

entertaining for guests (mostly female) and I'm happy to own it.

I got this book as a gift, and was glad that I didn't pay for it. It's got some content, but most of it is

just "fluff" for tha hardcore Sanrio fan. It has lots of pictures, including some vintage (that's my

favorite Sanrio item(s) to collect). This theme has a lot of potential, and I hope someone makes a

more definitive Sanrio "history" book, with more characters & information. I'm working on my own

Sanrio history & such for my site ...that will have more of a history of the Sanrio Company. It was a

good attempt, but could have been better if written by a more hardcore Sanrio fan.
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